
continuation

• To extinguish wax candles, do not simply blow them out but use a suitable

candle extinguisher (candlesnuffer).

Care instructions

Warning - danger of burns – when caring for or cleaning the lantern, please

always make sure that the lantern has cooled sufficiently after using wax

candles or even after long periods of sunlight.

• The surface of the lantern is made of powder-coated aluminum, stainless

steel and chrome-plated materials – in the case of foiled lanterns, additionally

with a high-quality special film for outdoor use. The care should therefore be

carried out with suitable and gentle cleaners.

• The handle made of genuine leather should be treated regularly with a good

and preferably colorless leather care product.

• The glass surfaces are best cleaned with a standard glass cleaner. Please

make sure that the glass surfaces have cooled sufficiently after using a wax

candle.

• Those who do not like the natural teak patina on the outside of the lantern can

oiling the wood - but also only on the outside - regularly.

• In general, do not use any detergent or other combustible detergents, as well

as scratching sponges or other hard objects, to clean or maintain the lantern.
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Instructions and warning signs for the lantern

Thank you and congratulations for choosing an individual light object from 

Lineamare.

You have thus acquired a handmade product, which was produced in small 

handicraft companies from Germany. Each lantern is unique and can therefore 

differ slightly in its structure, surface, colors and workmanship as well as its 

weight and dimensions.

Please read the following instructions carefully before starting the first operation 

and observe them in principle whenever you use your lantern. 

The lantern should primarily be equipped with LED candles (Important: Please

observe the safety instructions of the respective manufacturer) - alternatively

with 1-wick wax candles - which are neither part of the product nor included in

the scope of delivery.

Important safety & warning signs  
Attention - Important - your safety is important to us - der Einsatz von 

Wachskerzen erfolgt grundsätzlich auf eigene Gefahr. Beim Einsatz der 

Laterne wird der ausschließliche Gebrauch von LED Kerzen empfohlen. This 

applies especially on yachts or areas that are not constantly monitored, as 

well as to foiled lanterns.

Warning - danger of suffocation - This lantern, as well as its packaging, 

are not toys and should therefore be kept away from children as well as from 

pets. There may be a choking hazard.

Warning - burn hazard - always keep children and pets away from the 

lantern as long as there is a wax candle burning and the lantern has not 

been completely cooled down.

Warning - burn hazard - The top (lids, handles) as well as the outer sides

(metal parts, glass surfaces) of the lantern, can become hot during longer

burning time of used wax candles or intense solar radiation (sunlight).

Warning - fire hazard - Never allow the candles to burn down completely.

Replace the installed wax candles at the latest if their height (measured from

the candle bottom to the bottom of the flame) is still 5 cm.

Warning - fire hazard - Neither with burning candle, nor if the candle is hot:

No combustible objects, such as decorative items, may be placed at the

same time inside the lantern - nor may the lantern be fully or partially

covered.

Warning - fire hazard - Never leave the lantern unattended if it burns a wax

candle. Therefore, always extinguish wax candles when you move away

from the lantern.

Notes on positioning/placement  

• Place the lantern only on flat and non-slip floors that are sufficiently stable,

secured, normally tempered, dry and fireproof. A placement on other surfaces,

as well as on tables, cabinets or other shelves is at your own risk. The feet of

the lantern should be abrasion-resistant on such surfaces. However, a check

for possible abrasion or traces is generally recommended before installation.

• In the event of storms, thunderstorms, frost or other bad weather conditions, as

well as on yachts on the way (boating), ensure or protect the lantern sufficiently

- and extinguish any lit wax candles (which is according to our advices above,

on your own risk).

• Even if the lanterns are extensively protected against rust, it cannot be

prevented that environmental influences, salt air or sun can harm the surfaces.

Therefore, avoid locations where the lantern is permanently exposed to them

and protect the lanterns sufficiently.

• Move, tilt or wear the lantern only if a wax candle is not lit in it.

• In case of longer absence, we recommend to protect the completely cooled

lantern from environmental influences (storms, salt water, sun) and to stow,

cover or store it in a suitable way.

• Always ensure a sufficient distance from the lantern to other burning or

combustible objects.

• When using wax candles or LED candles with real wax, avoid direct sunlight /

heat, as these can then melt.

• When used indoors, generally pay attention to adequate oxygen supply.

Lineamare accepts no liability for improper installation - or inadequate 

protection, placement, storage or maintenance of the lanterns.

Operating instructions

• Non-burning and cooled candles are placed or taken out of the door by gently

turning the door handle 90 degrees to the right to open it - and then gently

turn the door handle back to the left after closing the door.

• When using wax candles, only one candle with only one wick may be used

per lantern. The candle must not be thicker than the intended opening in the

base plate of the lantern and must be placed there in the middle.

• The height of any wax candle used, may not be higher than 1/4 the height of

the lantern in which the candle is placed.

• To avoid leaking wax, a flat, suitable and refractory bowl can be placed on the

lower base plate (below the opening), in which the inserted candle must then

be placed in the middle.

• As soon as the inserted wax candle has been lit, the door of the lantern must

be closed immediately.


